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Challenging the Standard Model

TeV

The Standard Model was tested experimentally
up to TeV energies 

at the Large Hadron Collider

Standard 
Model

(and  indirectly at LEP and flavor factories)
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Challenging the Standard Model

TeV

Next generation of high-energy colliders
plan to extend the reach by a factor 10

10TeV

Standard 
Model
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Challenging the Standard Model

Standard 
Model

TeV

1/(0.1-0.01)

Colliders probe heavy BSM particles
with large coupling to known particles

Much lighter BSM particles could have escaped
detection if very weakly coupled

Exploring this region requires
precision measurements
at low energies
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Light New Physics

Sub-GeV physics beyond the SM is well-motivated theoretically :

• moduli fields in String theory compactifications

• approximate new global symmetries, e.g. QCD axion, ALPs, dilaton

• light (mediators for) non-thermal DM, e.g. DM produced by freeze-in

• cosmological solutions to the Higgs hierarchy problem, e.g. relaxion
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The Precision Frontier 
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Atomic Spectrometry

Accuracy of spectroscopic measurements is very (very!) high: 

BACON coll. (Nature 591, 2021)

18 digits in optical clock frequency comparison, e.g. ytterbium vs. strontium

Can it be used to probe BSM physics?
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Atomic Spectrometry

Accuracy of spectroscopic measurements is very (very!) high: 

BACON coll. (Nature 591, 2021)

New bosons coupled to 
electrons and/or nuclei in a 
parity-preserving way will
induce an exotic atomic force

18 digits in optical clock frequency comparison, e.g. ytterbium vs. strontium
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Extracting New Physics

Nuclear finite size is a major obstacle for  

finite nuclear size

The range of the NP interaction must extend beyond the nucleus.

(NP interactions that breaks P or CP are well-known exceptions. Those are better
probed in APV and EDM experiments)

Many-body effects need to be controlled for multi-electron atoms.  

MBPT theory

uncertainty
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A Possible Strategy

Focus on few-body systems where precision QED calculation is possible, 
e.g. Hydrogen, H, Helium or positronium (e+e-), muonium (+e-)

Hydrogen and muonic hydrogen spectral lines are best measured.    
They have the highest sensitivity to NP. 

However, these lines are used to determine the values of fundamental
(= not predicted by the SM) constants, assuming the SM holds!

FCs and NP parameters most be determined together.
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The BSM CODATA

Phys.Rev.Lett. 130 (2023) 25, 121801
CD (LAPTh),

J.-P. Karr (LKB),
T. Kitahara (Nagoya),

J. C. J. Koelemeij (V.U. Amsterdam),
Y. Soreq (Technion),

and J. Zupan (U. Cincinnati) 
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The Hydrogen Frontier

Measurements of atomic lines
in hydrogen are very precise: Parthey et al. (2011)
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The Hydrogen Frontier

Measurements of atomic lines
in hydrogen are very precise: Parthey et al. (2011)

QED prediction is even better:

TH uncertainty
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The Hydrogen Frontier

Measurements of atomic lines
in hydrogen are very precise: Parthey et al. (2011)

QED prediction is even better:

TH uncertainty

Direct comparison fixes the Rydberg constant:
Tiesinga et al. 

[CODATA 2018]
most precisely known
fundamental constant
in physics!

limited by proton radius
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A Constellation of Constants

Rydberg constant

hydrogen (+22 other lines)
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A Constellation of Constants

There are tensions there…

Rydberg constant

hydrogen (+22 other lines)

fine structure constant
electron
or atomic recoil

Fan et al. [2023]

Morel et al. [2020] 

Parker et al. [2018]
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A Constellation of Constants

Rydberg constant

hydrogen (+22 other lines)

fine structure constant
electron
or atomic recoil

Fan et al. [2023]

Morel et al. [2020] 

Parker et al. [2018]

proton|deuteron

(charge) radius

muonic hydrogen|deuterium Lamb shifts
or ordinary hydrogen|deuterium lines
or e-proton|e-deuteron scattering data

H:2S-4P

H:1S-3S@LKB
H:LS

still a proton size puzzle…
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A Constellation of Constants

Rydberg constant

hydrogen (+22 other lines)

fine structure constant
electron
or atomic recoil

Fan et al. [2023]

Morel et al. [2020] 

Parker et al. [2018]

proton|deuteron

(charge) radius

muonic hydrogen|deuterium Lamb shifts
or ordinary hydrogen|deuterium lines
or e-proton|e-deuteron scattering data

atomic mass

constants

cyclotron motion
or HD+ molecular lines Patra et al. [2020]
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A Constellation of Constants

Rydberg constant

hydrogen (+22 other lines)

fine structure constant
electron
or atomic recoil

Fan et al. [2023]

Morel et al. [2020] 

Parker et al. [2018]

proton|deuteron

(charge) radius

muonic hydrogen|deuterium Lamb shifts
or ordinary hydrogen|deuterium lines
or e-proton|e-deuteron scattering data

atomic mass

constants

cyclotron motion
or HD+ molecular lines Patra et al. [2020]

to be determined together in a global fit 
→CODATA recommended values

https://pml.nist.gov/cuu/Constants/ 19

https://pml.nist.gov/cuu/Constants/


CODATA 2018 values

This accuracy relies on assuming the SM. Is this robust to BSM? 
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BSM CODATA

New particles below will affect the observables used to 
determine the fundamental constants:

scalar

vector
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BSM CODATA

New particles below will affect the observables used to 
determine the fundamental constants:

scalar

vector Yukawa potentials

contributing to spectral lines

hydrogen

deuterium

H/D

HD+

spin
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BSM CODATA

New particles below will affect the observables used to 
determine the fundamental constants:

scalar

vector Yukawa potentials

contributing to spectral lines

hydrogen

deuterium

H/D

HD+

spin

One-loop correction to 
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BSM CODATA

New particles below will affect the observables used to 
determine the fundamental constants:

scalar

vector Yukawa potentials

contributing to spectral lines

One-loop correction to 

spin

Theoretical prediction for an observable     :

evaluated @LO in TH uncert. 24



Datasets

Hydrogen/Deuterium

H/D

ge-2,masses…

CODATA18 DATA22
including post-CODATA18 improvements from

Hydrogen, HD+, pbar-He 

He lines, ge-2 and atomic masses

 used for validation 
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New Physics Models

Dark photon

U(1)B-L

Higgs portal

 highlights molecules

 larger effects in muonic atoms and molecules

Hadrophilic scalar

Up-Lepto-Darko-philic

(ULD) scalar

 from nucleon form-factors

 couples only to up-quark

+ dominant      decay to invisible states (see later) 

 highlights deuterium
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New Physics Bounds
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New Physics Bounds

thanks to 
Deuterium data

stronger sensitivity
from internuclear forces
in molecules in models
where

stronger sensitivity
from muonic atoms
in models where
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Non-zero Higgs Portal?

Best-fit point 

is largely excluded by 
searches
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Non-zero Higgs Portal?

Best-fit point 

is largely excluded by 
searches

The NA62 bound is driven by 
coupling to heavy quarks
through one-loop penguins

The E137 beam-dump 
bound relies on scalars
dominantly decaying to 
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Evidence for ULD scalar

Best-fit point 

evades the NA62 bound by 
coupling only to up quarks

The E137 bound does not 
apply assuming invisible decay
dominantes ( ?)

In that case NA64 is relevant

yielding a weaker bound but
NP sensitivity not clear below MeV 

Andreev et al. [2021]
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Impact on fundamental constants

Fondamental Contants undergo huge shifts 

in the presence of NP
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Impact on fundamental constants

and their uncertainty significantly inflates
relative to the SM-only hypothesis

Fondamental Contants undergo huge shifts 

in the presence of NP
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Conclusions
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Conclusions

Physicists (almost) exclusively searched for BSM at TeV energies
and above, thinking physics at lower energies is very well
understood.

Light & weakly-coupled New Physics is well motivated theoretically. 
Atomic spectroscopy can be repurposed to search for it. 

Such low-energy probes complement the efforts (to be) invested at 
colliders

→ « multi-messenger » program for HEP searches
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PHYSTEV 2025 workshop 
in Les Houches

June 25 → July 4



backups
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The Light Vector Case

Vectors with induce a long-range force

Then, effects are suppressed for couplings aligned with QED ( ) 
because:

inverse Bohr radius

massless dark photon is unobservable!

This behavior is only manifest for and                   
calculated at the same order in couplings. Otherwise:

would fictitiously distinguish
photon from darkphoton
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The Light Vector Case

Vectors with induce a long-range force

Then, effects are suppressed for couplings aligned with QED ( )

inverse Bohr radius

Instead, we use a simple prescription:

with

included to all orders
by shifting
in  

deviations from either or 
can be treated as perturbations at LO
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The Light Vector Case

Vectors with induce a long-range force

Then, effects are suppressed for couplings aligned with QED ( )

inverse Bohr radius

Instead, we use a simple prescription:

with

included to all orders
by shifting
in  

deviations from either or 
can be treated as perturbations at LO

Hence:

or 40


